This paper presents a convex sufficient condition for solving a system of nonlinear equations under parametric changes and proposes a sequential convex optimization method for solving robust optimization problems with nonlinear equality constraints. By bounding the nonlinearity with concave envelopes and using Brouwer's fixed point theorem, the sufficient condition is expressed in terms of closed-form convex inequality constraints. We extend the result to provide a convex sufficient condition for feasibility under bounded uncertainty. Using these conditions, a non-convex optimization problem can be solved as a sequence of convex optimization problems, with feasibility and robustness guarantees. We present a detailed analysis of the performance and complexity of the proposed condition. The examples in polynomial optimization and nonlinear network are provided to illustrate the proposed method.
Introduction
Nonlinear equations are ubiquitous in modeling optimization problems, but they impose unique challenges in ensuring solvability and feasibility of the solution. This paper presents a method for guaranteeing solvability and feasibility under uncertainty and shows how it can be applied to solve a robust optimization problem subject to nonlinear equality constraints: minimize u,x f 0 (u) subject to f (x, u, w) = 0, h(x, u, w) ≤ 0, ∀w ∈ W, (1) where f : (R n , R m , R r ) → R n and h : (R n , R m , R r ) → R s are vectors of continuous nonlinear functions. The decision variables are divided into x ∈ R n , referred to as implicit (decision) variables, and u ∈ R m , referred to as explicit (decision) variables. Explicit variables are a subset of decision variables that are independent of the uncertain variables, and implicit variables are a subset of decision variables that adapt to the uncertain variables according to the equality constraints. Note that the number of equality constraints and the number of implicit variables are the same, so the implicit variables can be solved by the system of equations if explicit variables are appropriately chosen. Uncertain variables are denoted by w ∈ R r and are restricted to the uncertainty set, W. The objective function is f 0 : R m → R and is a convex function of u without loss of generality. If the objective does not meet this condition, it can be rewritten in this form by adding h s+1 (x, u, w) = f 0 (x, u) − u m+1 and setting u m+1 as the objective function. This is a semi-infinite optimization problem, where the constraints need to be satisfied for all realizations of the uncertainty set. This paper shows classes of sparse nonlinear constraints and uncertainty sets where this problem can be solved efficiently by a sequence of convex optimization problems.
Before discussing the constraints under uncertainty, we first consider the problem without uncertainty where the uncertainty set is a singleton, W = {w (0) }. We will refer to w (0) as the nominal uncertain variable, and the constraints in this case will be referred to as the nominal constraint. When the nominal constraint is considered, the argument w will be dropped and we will simply write f (x, u) = 0 (2a)
as the constraint for the problem. The feasible domain of explicit variables satisfying the nominal constraints is denoted by
This notion implies that the solution manifold satisfying f (x, u) = 0 is projected onto the space of explicit variables. As an example, consider a quadratic equation, f (x, u) = x 2 + u 1 x + u 2 . The projection of the manifold leads to the well-known solvability condition, U = {u | u 2 1 − 4u 2 ≥ 0}. The illustration of both manifold and its projection is shown in Figure 1 . Notice that (a) finding a general solvability condition for a large system of nonlinear equations is generally difficult if possible, and (b) the solvability condition forms a non-convex set. This paper considers the convex restriction of U, which we denote by U cvxrs ⊆ U. The convex restriction provides a convex sufficient condition for the feasibility of the explicit variable u, and can be written with a closed-form expression based on the envelope over the nonlinear functions. We show extended analysis of the convex restriction and demonstrate its application to solve the robust optimization problem with feasibility guarantee and the bound on the optimality gap. It may not be obvious at first how the convex restriction is useful for solving the robust optimization problem, but it turns out to be a simple extension.
The paper has the following structure. Section 2 will show the representation of the constraints and preliminaries. In Section 3, we discuss convex restriction as originally proposed in [24] , and provide extended analysis and properties. Namely, we will show (a) the explicit number of constraints involved in convex restriction, (b) the retrieval of implicit variables, (c) the non-emptiness of convex restriction around its neighborhood, (d) the equivalence when the constraints are convex, and (e) the complexity and performance trade-off based on the representation. In Section 4, we will extend the convex restriction to include bounded uncertain variables and derive a sufficient condition for robust feasibility of constraints in Equation (1) . Section 5 will study the sequential convex restriction, which iteratively solves convex optimization problems by replacing the original constraints with convex restriction conditions. We will show that the algorithm for the nominal constraint converges to a point satisfying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries

Decomposed Representation
The constraints in Equation (2a) and Equation (2b) can be represented as linear combinations of continuous basis functions,
where ψ : (R q , R m ) → R p is a vector of nonlinear basis functions, and M ∈ R n×p , L ∈ R s×p and C ∈ R q×n are constant matrices. The variable z ∈ R q is a linearly transformed implicit variable and is assumed to satisfy the following condition.
The representation in Equation Equation (3) satisfying Condition 1 always exists where a trivial example is setting M and C to be the identity matrix, and ψ(z, u) = f (x, u) with z = x. The set of basis functions is not unique, and there is a natural trade-off between the complexity and conservatism based on the choice of the basis functions (see Example 3). In addition, the transformed implicit variable z needs to be chosen such that ψ i is a function of only a finite subset of {z 1 , ..., z q }. To make this statement more precise, let I k denote the set of indices of z that the basis function ψ k depends on. That is, given e j ∈ R q is a unit vector with jth element equal to 1 and zero otherwise,
The degree of sparsity of the representation is defined as the worst-case cardinality of I k and is denoted by |I| where |I| = max k∈{1,...,p}
It will be shown later that the number of constraints involved in the convex restriction grows exponentially with respect to |I|, but there often exists a natural choice of z such that |I| does not grow with respect to the size of the problem. The following example in a network flow problem shows how these variables can be chosen.
Example 1.
(Nonlinear Network Flow Problem) Consider a directed graph G = (N , A) with θ i and b i representing the internal state and external supply at each node i ∈ N , and E denoting the incidence matrix of the graph. Suppose the flow model between node i and j is given by a nonlinear function σ : R → R. The conservation of the flows at every node imposes the constraint,
where I(i) is the set of start nodes of the edges that are incoming to, and O(i) is the set of end nodes of the edges that are outgoing from, node i. Suppose that the supply b i at node i = {2, . . . , |N |} are controlled while b 1 balances the overall supply and demand. Then the explicit variables are u = b 2 . . . b |N | T , and the implicit variables are x = θ T b 1 T . Let the transformed variable be z = E T θ b 1 by choosing C = blkdiag(E T , 1). The equality constraint can be represented by M = −E I with the basis function ψ(z, u) = σ(z 1 ) ... σ(z |A| ) z |A|+1 u T T . Since ψ i has only one variable as the argument for all i, the degree of sparsity is |I| = 1 independent of the size of the network.
An important feature to notice is that the nonlinearity of ψ k can be arbitrarily bounded by constraining only |I k | variables.
Lemma 1. For all u ∈ U and ε > 0, there exists some δ such that if
Proof. Suppose P = {x | z = Cx, z ≤ z ≤ z u } with z u − z < δ. Since the basis functions are continuous, for all u ∈ U and ε > 0, there exists δ such that if z u − z < δ then
Since the ψ k (x, u) is independent of z j with j ∈ {1, ..., q}
The effect of nonlinearity can be controlled by bounding a finite number of variables as we saw in Example 1. This property of the sparse representation will drastically reduce the complexity involved in convex restriction.
Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem
Brouwer's fixed point theorem has been widely used in game theory, economics and in dynamical systems [12, 11, 19] . In this paper, Brouwer's fixed point theorem will be used in the proof to certify the existence of the implicit variable that satisfies the given constraints. Theorem 1. (Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem) Let P ⊆ R n be a nonempty compact convex set and G : P → P be a continuous mapping. Then there exists some x ∈ P such that G(x) = x.
The convex restriction will be derived by designing the fixed-point equation from Newton's iteration and the self-mapping set P to be a polytope that is parametrized by its affine term. Using the sparse representation of the constraints, we will show that the number of constraints in convex restriction is linearly proportional to the number of constraints of the original problem.
Convex Restriction
The convex restriction provides an analytical expression for a convex sufficient condition for feasibility in Equation (2) around some nominal point, (x (0) , u (0) ). While convex relaxation has a globally optimal outer-approximation, which is the convex hull of the feasible set, the convex restriction can have many local regions where it cannot form a larger region due to the restriction as a convex set. We use the nominal point as the reference point around which the convex restriction is constructed. The nominal point is assumed to satisfy the following conditions. Condition 2. The nominal point, (x (0) , u (0) ), satisfies
Condition 2 is not strictly necessary in constructing convex restriction, but it will be used later in the analysis of the algorithm proposed based on the convex restriction. From the Implicit Function Theorem, it is known that there is a neighborhood of solutions where x can be expressed as a function of u if Condition 2 is satisfied. The convex restriction will provide the bounds on the implicit variable and an explicit description of a convex neighborhood where the existence of the implicit variable is guaranteed.
Fixed Point Representation
Here we present the fixed point representation of the equality constraint f (x, u) = 0. The equality constraint can be rewritten in the following fixed point form,
where
with some matrix Λ ∈ R p×q . The conservatism of the convex restriction depends on the choice of Λ. Finding the optimal Λ that maximizes the region for convex restriction is difficult, but the Jacobian evaluated at the base point gives a good approximate solution.
• If f is differentiable at the nominal point and ∇ x f (x 0 , u 0 ) is non-singular, choose Λ as the Jacobian of the basis function with respect to z evaluated at the base point,
Note that in this case
• If f is non-differentiable at the nominal point, choose each element of Λ as
where ∂ z j ψ i (z, u) is the subgradient of ψ i if ψ i is locally convex with respect to z j at the nominal point. If ψ i is locally concave, then ∂ z j ψ i (z, u) is the supergradient.
For differentiable functions, the fixed point form in Equation (4) is equivalent to a single step of Newton's method,
. Given the explicit variable u, Equation Equation (4) defines a continuous nonlinear operator G : R n → R n that maps the implicit variable x to −(M ΛC) −1 M g(Cx, u). By iterating this operator, a sequence of approximate solutions can be generated with the initial condition x = x (0) for an arbitrary value of u. We will verify the existence of the implicit variable by studying this sequence of approximate solutions and inferring the existence of a fixed point of the sequence.
Self-mapping Polytope
Consider the following set of polytopes as a candidate for the self-mapping set in Brouwer's fixed point theorem,
An alternative representation of this polytope is
Since P(b) is a polytope satisfying Condition 1, the set is compact and convex. The set of polytopes parameterized by b ∈ R 2q will be used to guarantee the existence of an implicit solution using Brouwer's fixed point theorem.
Lemma 2. For a given explicit variable u, there exists an implicit variable x that satifies f (x, u) = 0 if and only if there exists b ∈ R 2q such that
where K i ∈ R 1×p is the ith row of matrix K and
Proof. The condition in Equation (6) implies that −(M ΛC) −1 M g(Cx, u) ∈ P(b) for all x ∈ P(b). Then the set P(b) is self-mapping with the nonlinear map G(x) = −(M ΛC) −1 M g(Cx, u), so there exists an implicit variable x ∈ P(b) from Brouwer's fixed point theorem. To prove that this is a necessary condition, suppose there exists (
, which satisfies the condition Equation (6).
Concave Envelopes
Suppose that the function g k is known to be bounded by some analytical functions g u k and g k such that
, where the envelopes satisfy the following conditions. Condition 3. g u k and g k are over-and under-estimators of g k such that (i) g u k is convex and g k is concave function of z and u,
(ii) g u k and g k are tight at the nominal point,
(iii) if g is differentiable at the nominal point, the derivatives of estimators are tight,
Similarly ψ u k and ψ k are the over-and under-estimators of ψ k that satisfy Condition 3. We define the envelope such that the nonlinear function is bounded by a convex over-estimator and a concave under-estimator as a concave envelope. For any continuous function, there exists a concave envelope satisfying Condition 3. An example of such an envelope is shown in Figure 2 , which turns out to be necessary for enforcing convexity to a restricted set. These envelopes have flipped convexity and concavity compared to the envelopes used in convex relaxation [22, 26] . Given the model of the system, these envelopes are assumed to have a closed-form expression, and we will discuss the derivation of concave envelopes in the next section.
Quadratic Concave Envelopes
Concave envelopes that satisfy Condition 3 can be obtained systematically based on the Taylor series of g k . To make the notation more compact, let y = z T u T T and y 0 be the nominal value. The Taylor series of g k (y) is
where H(y) ∈ R (q+m)×(q+m) is the Hessian of g k evaluated at y, and τ (y) is the residual term of polynomial order greater than 2. Suppose the residual term can be bounded by
where Q , Q u ∈ R (q+m)×(q+m) are constant negative semi-definite and positive semi-definite matrices, respectively. If g k (y) is continuous and has a scalar argument, Q u and Q can be computed by Q u = sup y | Given the Taylor series, the quadratic concave envelope can be written as
where g
) . The envelopes derived with this procedure satisfy Condition 3 with the nominal point at (x (0) , u (0) ). Examples of quadratic envelopes are provided in Appendix A for bilinear, trigonometric, and logistic functions, which were derived with the proposed procedure. When the quadratic envelopes are used, the resulting convex restriction will be convex quadratic inequality constraints.
Bounds over Intervals
Given the concave envelopes, the bound of g k over the polytope P(b) can be defined as
which is valid for all z ∈ {Cx | x ∈ P(b)}. These bounds are defined as
Since g u k (z, u) is a convex function, its maximum occurs at at least one of the vertices of the polytope P(b). Similarly, the minimum of concave g k (z, u) occurs at the vertex. The self-mapping condition in Brouwer's fixed point theorem can be viewed as solving a containment of the polytope P(b) into the inequality constrained sets Equations (2b) and (6) . Solving the containment problem is generally hard, but it becomes tractable if the polytope is in the vertex representation contained in a convex set [23] .
Vertex Tracking
By relaxing the equations with concave envelopes, the interval bound of g k (z, u) can be expressed by tracking all the vertices of the polytope
where ∂P(b) are the vertices of the polytope P(b). Although the number of vertices of the facepolytope P(b) grows exponentially with respect to the number of faces, the following lemma shows that only the vertices involved in I(k) need to be tracked.
Lemma 3. The interval bounds can be expressed with the inequalities
where these inequalities can be expressed by 2 I k +1 inequalities by listing all possible vertices.
Lemma 1 from the previous section showed that the nonlinearity can be bounded by controlling |I k | variables. Similarly, g u P,k and g P,k can be expressed by inequalities involving |I k | variables. If the nonlinearity is decomposed in a way such that |I k | does not grow with the problem size, the number of constraints involved is also independent of the problem size.
Vertex Pruning
It is not necessary to track all the vertices in Equation (8) because the maximum or minimum never occurs at some of those vertices. As an example, consider the bilinear function in Appendix A.1. The maximum always occurs at vertices (x u , y u ) or (x , y ), and it is unnecessary to trace (x u , y ) and (x , y u ). Many of the vertices can be pruned from the candidates by exploiting this property.
Convex Restriction and its Properties
Given these considerations, the convex restriction of feasibility set can be expressed as an explicit condition. This condition was first provided in [24] . Theorem 2. (Convex Restriction of Feasibility Set) For a given explicit variable u, there exists an implicit variable x that satisfies f (x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) ≤ 0 if there exists b ∈ R 2q such that
From Lemma 2, there exists a solution for the implicit variable, x ∈ P(b). Similarly, from the condition Equation (9b),
so for all x ∈ P(b), Lψ(Cx, u) ≤ 0. Therefore, there exists an implicit variable satisfying f (x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) ≤ 0. This is a sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible implicit variable for a given explicit variable. Note that the condition in Equation (9) is a convex constraint with respect to both u and b. This region in the explicit variable space will be denoted by U cvxrs (0) ⊆ U where
The subscript (0) denotes that (x (0) , u (0) ) is used as the nominal point for constructing the convex restriction.
Example 2. (Quadratic Equations) Consider a quadratic equation with x ∈ R parametrized by u ∈ R 2 from the introduction, 1 . The convex restriction condition in Equation (9) gives the following closed-form expression, Figure 3 shows this region in explicit variable space where both equality and inequality constraints were considered with the nominal point at (x (0) , u (0) ) = (0, [4, 0] ). While the example considers a simple equation, the convex restriction creates a scalable condition for any sparse system of equations where |I| is finite, independent of the problem size.
Remark 1. (Scalability of Convex
Restriction) The number of constraints involved in convex restriction is bounded by q · 2 |I|+2 + 2n + s.
There are 2n + s inequality constraints involved in Equation (9), and q k=1 2 |I(k)| inequality constraints involved in g u , g , ψ u and ψ as shown in Equation (8) . As we saw in Example 1, there exists a representation such that |I| is independent of the size of the original problem in many applications. Then the number of constraints involved in the convex restriction grows linearly with respect to n and s. Similar to any numerical approaches for solving nonlinear equations, the above sequence is not guaranteed to converge. However, the convex restriction condition guarantees that the sequence will not diverge outside of the closed polytope P(b). Instead of Newton's method, the above iteration can be an alternative method to retrieve the implicit variables more efficiently without requiring the inversion of any matrix.
Lemma 4. (Non-emptiness of Convex
Restriction) The convex restriction is non-empty and contains the nominal point. Moreover, if there exists b ∈ R 2q such that
the convex restriction contains an open non-empty neighborhood around the nominal point. That
) is always feasible to the constraints in Equation (9), and thus the convex restriction is always non-empty. Since g u P and g P are convex and concave respectively, they are continuous functions with respect to b and u. Then for all v ∈ R m , there exists ε > 0 such that
Therefore, u + εv ∈ U cvxrs from Theorem 2, and the convex restriction contains an open non-empty neighborhood around its nominal point.
Moreover, the condition in Theorem 2 is an equivalent condition to the original feasibility constraints if the original constraints are convex constraints.
Corollary 1. (Equivalence for Convex Constraints)
Suppose that the constraints are convex constraints: f (x, u) is linear and h(x, u) is convex with respect to x and u. Then u ∈ U if and only if there exists b ∈ R 2q that satisfies Equation (9) .
Proof. Consider the decomposed representation of the constraints using the basis function ψ(z, u) = f (z, u) T h(z, u) T T with z = x, and h u (x, u) = h(x, u) since h is already a convex function. Following the convex restriction procedure, the resulting condition Equation (9) can be written as
for k = 1, ..., s. From Theorem 2, f (x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) ≤ 0. To prove that this is a necessary condition, suppose x and u satisfy f (x, u) = 0 and h(x, u) ≤ 0. Choose z u = z = x, then it satisfies Equation (11), and thus is feasible to Equation (9).
Corollary 1 shows that the convex restriction can retrieve the original feasibility set if the original set is convex. If the feasibility set is non-convex, the convex restriction fundamentally cannot be equivalent to the feasibility set. Note that the condition in Lemma 2 was a necessary and sufficient condition for feasibility, and there were two main steps that introduced conservatism of the convex restriction relative to U. First is the tightness of the concave envelope. This is an unavoidable limitation where the nonlinear functions have to be bounded by concave envelopes.
Second is the decomposition of the basis functions, and the use of the fact that the maximum of the sum is always less than the sum of the maximum,
The more variables each combination of g i and g j share, the less conservative the convex restriction will be, but the complexity of the restriction will increase as it increases the degree of the sparsity |I|. The next example shows this relationship more explicitly.
Example 3. (Conservatism v.s. Complexity Trade-off) Consider the following system of polynomial equations,
For a given k, let us select the basis function to be
with z = x. Decreasing k decomposes the representation further and leads to a more sparse representation. Figure 4 shows the trade-off between the conservatism and the complexity as k varies. The conservatism was quantified by solving min u∈U cvxrs,(k) (0)
is the convex restriction constructed with the basis function ψ (k) and u * 1 = −10 is the global optimal value. The complexity was quantified by the number of constraints involved in the convex restriction, which is proportional to 2 k for a naive implementation without vertex pruning. The degree of sparsity for ψ 
Convex Restriction under Uncertainty
In this section, we extend the convex restriction to include uncertain variables that are bounded by a given uncertainty set W ⊆ R r . We will assume that there is some known nominal value of the uncertain variable, which will be denoted by w (0) . The set of robust feasible explicit variables is denoted by U W = {u | ∀w ∈ W, ∃ x, f (x, u, w) = 0, h(x, u, w) ≤ 0}.
General Nonlinear Constraints
The idea remains the same as the nominal constraint, and the only modification is that the concave envelopes need to capture the uncertainty set. Similar to the previous section, the nonlinear functions are expressed by a linear combination of basis functions,
h(x, u, w) = Lψ(z, u, w).
Equation Equation (12a) can be written in the fixed point form,
where g(z, u, w) = ψ(z, u, w) − Λz. The matrix Λ is chosen in the same way as Section 3.1, which is Λ = ∇ z ψ(z, u (0) , w (0) ) | z=z (0) for differentiable f . Let the nonlinear residual be bounded by
where g u W is a convex over-estimator and g W is a concave under-estimator of g over the uncertainty set W. Note that when we introduce uncertainty, we cannot satisfy Condition 3 (ii) and (iii) for the basis functions that are dependent on the uncertain variable. Then the bounds over P and W can be expressed as
where the subscript PW indicates that it is a valid bound over the self-mapping polytope and the uncertainty set. Given these definitions, the following theorem provides a robust feasibility condition.
Theorem 3. (Robust Feasibility under General Uncertainty) For a given explicit variable u, there exists an implicit variable x that satisfies f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ W if there exists b ∈ R 2q such that
Proof. The proof remains mostly similar to Theorem 2. The condition Equation (14) ensures that 
so for all x ∈ P(b) and w ∈ W, Lψ(Cx, u, w) ≤ 0. Therefore, there exists an implicit variable satisfying f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ W.
The convex restriction under uncertainty will be denoted by U cvxrs W,(0) ⊆ U W where
The subscript (0) again indicates that the nominal point is (x (0) , u (0) , w (0) ). When the explicit variables are given and the uncertainties are introduced, there will be generally a set of implicit variables defined through the realizations of the uncertain variable and the nonlinear equality constraints. The following remark shows the motivation and the role of the self-mapping polytope, which provides a bound on the set of implicit variables.
Remark 3. Given u and b satisfying the condition Equation (14), the self-mapping polytope, P(b), is an outer-approximation of all possible solutions for implicit variables under the uncertainty set W.
This gives an intuitive reason behind the convex restriction condition in the lifted domain with the parameter b, representing the bound on the implicit variables. The following is an example of the envelopes that capture the uncertain variables. 
where the line parameter is subject to the uncertain variable w, bounded by W = {w | w ∈ [w , w u ]}. Given that the basis functions are the same as Example 1, the residual function is
for i = 1, . . . , p. The concave envelope that encloses the uncertainty set is then
forw ∈ {w u , w }. The convex restriction with the uncertain variable can be derived by Theorem 3 using the envelope above.
Although this procedure is able to capture general nonlinearity and uncertainty sets, finding the concave envelope in Equation (13) could be difficult for some of the applications. The next section discusses a special class of constraints where the robustness can be incorporated systematically.
State-Uncertainty Separable Constraints
In this section, we study a special case where the basis functions can be expressed by a sum of two nonlinear functions where implicit variables, x, and uncertain variables, w, are separable. Consider
where α : (R m , R r ) → R p and β : (R m , R r ) → R p are vectors of continuous functions. The functions α i are linear with respect to w, and L j β are concave with respect to w for all u ∈ R m . The uncertainty set W is a given non-empty, convex and compact set. The derivation here closely follows [2] , which provides a systematic way to construct the robust counterpart for nonlinear uncertain inequality constraints. Let us denote the convex conjugate of some function ϕ as
and the concave conjugate of ϕ as
The indicator function of the set W is
The support function of W is the conjugate of the indicator function,
When the implicit variables and the uncertain variables are separable, there is a systematic way to derive the robust feasible condition using the support function and the conjugate function.
Theorem 4.
(Robust Feasibility for State-Uncertainty Separable Constraints) For a given explicit variable u, there exists an implicit variable x that satisfies constraints f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ W if there exists b ∈ R 2q , v ∈ R r , and y ∈ R r such that
where ξ : (R m , R r ) → R 2q and ζ : (R m , R r ) → R s are given by
Proof. From the definition of indicator functions and using the Fenchel duality [6] ,
Then using the expression above,
Therefore, the existence of v ∈ R r guarantees the existence of an implicit variable under all realizations of w ∈ W. Similarly, for j = 1, . . . , s,
therefore, there exists an implicit variable satisfying f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ W.
There is a table of closed-form expressions for ξ and ζ in Equation (18) depending on the function and the uncertainty set. We refer readers to [2] for those cases, and we will show only one special case where those functions are linear with respect to w.
Additive Uncertainty Constraints
We consider again a special case of state-uncertainty separable constraints in Equation (15) where α and β are linear functions of w such that
where B ∈ R n×r and D ∈ R s×r are constant matrices. In addition, the uncertainty sets considered here are norm-bounded uncertainty sets,
where γ ∈ R represents the margin. As γ → 0, the uncertainty set vanishes, and the analysis on the nominal constraints applies. Moreover, there is the following manipulation to convert any general nonlinear uncertainty into additive uncertainty.
Remark 4. Any nonlinear constraint, f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0, can be replaced with the additive uncertainty representation,f (x, u, w) = 0 andh(x, u, w) ≤ 0. The functionsf :
where x w ∈ R r andx = x T x T w T . The replaced condition is equivalent to the original constraint, and the uncertainty w enters the nonlinear equation as an additive term.
When the system of nonlinear equations can be represented with the additive uncertainty, the following theorem provides a sufficient condition for robust feasibility.
Corollary 2. (Robust Feasibility for Additive Uncertainty) Suppose that the uncertainty set is given by a norm-bounded set, W(γ) = {w | w ≤ γ}. For a given explicit variable u, there exists an implicit variable x that satisfies f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all w ∈ W(γ) if there exists b ∈ R 2q such that
where for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , s, ξ i and ζ j are given by the following table depending on the type of uncertainty set.
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 4 with α(u, w) = Bw and β(u, w) = Bw, so Equation Equation (18) 
Similarly, the margins ξ and ζ can be derived for the uncertainty set W B (γ).
Here the size of the uncertainty set is parametrized by γ where the larger the γ, the more robust the system is against the uncertain variable. The robustness of a solution (x (0) , u (0) ) is often defined as how much uncertainty a solution can tolerate without violating the constraints. With convex restriction and additive uncertainty constraints, the lower bound on the margin can be computed by solving a convex optimization problem.
Corollary 3. (Robustness Margin) Suppose that γ ∈ R is given by solving the following optimization problem, maximize
where ξ and ζ are linear functions of γ given in Corollary 2. Then the explicit variable u (0) has a corresponding implicit variable x satisfying f (x, u, w) = 0 and h(x, u, w) ≤ 0 for all realizations of the uncertainty set W(γ) = {w | w − w (0) ≤ γ}.
In addition to finding the robustness margin of a solution, the explicit variable u (0) can be iteratively updated to find the optimal solution given the nonlinear equality and inequality constraints.
Sequential Convex Restriction
In this section, we develop the algorithm to solve the robust optimization in Equation (1),
The non-convex constraints in this problem can be restricted to convex constraints by the conditions provided in Theorem 2 for the nominal constraints and Theorem 3 for constraints including uncertainty. Special cases such as state-uncertainty separable constraints or additive uncertainty constraints can use the convex restrictions in Theorem 4 and Corollary 2, respectively. The problem can be solved by iterating between (a) solving the optimization with convex restriction, and (b) setting the solution as the new nominal point for constructing the convex restriction. The algorithm described here is named sequential convex restriction, and the procedure is described in Algorithm 1 with some termination thresholds ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 > 0.
There are three computationally notable steps, which are computing the inverse of the Jacobian to compute K, solving the convex optimization problem with convex restriction, and retrieving the nominal implicit variable. The retrieval of the implicit variable leverages Remark 2 in the proposed algorithm, but this step can be replaced by other procedures such as Newton's method or the Gauss-Seidel method.
Algorithm 1 Sequential Convex Restriction
Initialization: u (0) , x (0) , and k = 0
, w (0) ) end while k := k + 1 end while
Analysis on the Subproblems
Sequential Convex Restriction solves the following convex optimization problem as the subproblems of the algorithm, minimize
The key feature of the convex restriction is that the non-convex constraint can be replaced by a convex approximation that guarantees a feasible solution. Moreover, the containment of the nominal point from Lemma 4 ensures that the optimal value is improved at every iteration.
in practice for solving a large optimization with equality constraints, some of the possible shortcomings were (i) the linearized constraints may be inconsistent, (ii) the solution may be infeasible, and (iii) the iteration may diverge. These shortcomings could be overcome by using extended methods such as Inexact SQP [17, 14, 13] . Sequential convex restriction provides potentially a more elegant way to handle the shortcomings of SQP. An alternative view of SCRS is that the self-mapping set P(b) can be interpreted as a trust region, and the lifted formulation allows us to co-optimize the decision variables and the trust region cast as a single convex optimization problem. Next, we show the convergence result for the algorithm, which states that the converged point will satisfy the KKT condition, which is a necessary condition for optimality for non-convex problems. 
Then, there exists a corresponding implicit variable x * such that (x * , u * ) is feasible and
• (x * , u * ) satisfies the KKT condition of the original problem in Equation (27) .
Proof. The algorithm yields a sequence of explicit variables {u (k) } that satisfies f 0 (u (k+1) ) ≤ f 0 (u (k) ) from Corollary 4. Moreover, since the sequence is bounded below by the global optimal solution f * 0 , the sequence converges to a finite value from the Monotone Convergence Theorem. Suppose the converged solution is denoted by (x * , u * ), which satisfies u * = arg min
where U cvxrs * is the convex restriction with (x * , u * ) as the nominal point. Without loss of generality, b * = (Cx * ) T −(Cx * ) T T is always a feasible solution for U cvxrs * and is an optimal solution for the above problem. Suppose ∇ x f (x * , u * ) | x=x * is non-singular, then M ΛC is invertible. Let Γ = −C(M ΛC) −1 M , then the following KKT condition is a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality of the problem Equation (29) ,
Since (x * , u * ) is the nominal point and satisfies Condition 3,
Substitute the above equation and ν i = q j=1 (λ * 2,j − λ * 1,j )C ji for i = 1, ..., n to the KKT condition of the problem Equation (29) , then
which is the KKT condition of the nominal problem in Equation (27) where the equality constraint is replaced by its fixed point representation.
Next, we show an example in a polynomial optimization problem that includes nonlinear equality constraints.
Example 5. (Polynomial Optimization) In this example, a polynomial optimization problem adapted from an example in [28] is considered,
where W Q (γ) = {w | w 2 ≤ γ}. In this example, we consider the nominal problem where γ = 0 so that w = 0. The robust optimization will be considered later in Example 6. Figure 5 shows the convergence of the sequential convex restriction described in Algorithm 1 with four different initial conditions. The triangular-shaped feasible region is created by the solvability condition, and the convergence of the algorithm depends on the initialization. The global optimal point is achieved with the initial condition in (a) in this example. The initial conditions in (a) and (b) arrive at a local optimal point satisfying the KKT conditions. The initial condition in (c) arrives at the boundary of the constraints where ∇ x f (x, u * ) | x=x * becomes singular.
A larger example for solving the Optimal Power Flow problem using the sequential convex restriction was considered in [25] as an extension of [24] for a power systems application. In the next section, we will consider the optimization problem that includes bounded uncertain variables, which is the main motivation for using sequential convex restriction.
Sequential Convex Restriction for Robust Optimization
In this section, we extend the sequential convex restriction to solve the robust optimization problems with nonlinear equality constraints in Equation (1) .
Many classes of robust optimization problems are known to have counterparts that can be solved with a finite and explicit optimization problem, however, those results are limited to nonlinear inequality constraints [4, 8, 5, 1, 3, 7, 9, 20] . The equality constraints were mostly assumed to be linear and studied under a special context [18, 15] . The equality constraint was considered in [29] , but it relies on the first-order approximation around its neighborhood and does not provide a rigorous guarantee.
On the other hand, sequential convex restriction described in Algorithm 1 gives a guarantee for robustness against the given uncertainty set. Moreover, we discussed a number of results for the convex restriction of the nominal constraints, and these results imply that SCRS for robust optimization problem will yield a good approximate solution. One thing to note is that while SCRS guarantees robustness, the optimality is not necessarily guaranteed. The following remark provides a practical way to quantify the optimality gap. 
where u robust-opt is the globally optimal solution for the robust optimization problem in Equation (1), and u nominal-opt is the globally optimal solution of the nominal problem in Equation (27) .
Proof. Since the nominal uncertainty is a special case in the uncertainty set, w (0) ∈ W, it follows that f 0 (u nominal-opt ) ≤ f 0 (u robust-opt ). A simple rearrangement leads to the condition in Equation (30).
Next, we show an example in polynomial optimization subject to additive uncertainties.
Example 6. (Polynomial Optimization)
Consider the robust optimization problem in Example 5 where the uncertainty set is W = {w | w 2 ≤ γ} with γ > 0. In this example, the uncertainty is additive to the nonlinear equation, and the condition from Corollary 2 was used to guarantee robustness. Figure 6 shows the illustration of the results for various sizes of the uncertainty set and initial conditions.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have developed the sequential convex restriction for solving a robust optimization problem with nonlinear equality and inequality constraints. We expand the convex restriction of nominal constraints and develop sufficient conditions for robust feasibility against the given uncertainty set. The algorithm guarantees robust feasibility of the solution at every iteration by leveraging the conditions from convex restriction. We showed that the algorithm asymptotically converges to a solution satisfying KKT condition for the nominal constraints. A Concave Envelopes
A.1 Concave Envelope for Bilinear Function
A bilinear function can be bounded by the following concave envelopes with some ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0 and the nominal point (x (0) , y (0) ) [24] ,
The over-estimator is tight along ρ 2 (x − x (0) ) − 
A.2 Concave Envelope for Unitary Quadratic Function
A unitary quad-ratic function can be bounded by the following quadratic concave envelopes for all x given the nominal point x (0) [24] ,
